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 Gameplay In RECOIL, players assume the role of characters tasked with rescuing civilians from nuclear fallout after an
incident at a nearby nuclear site. Players have to fight against nuclear weapons, deadly radiation, and other environmental

hazards while also dealing with the horrors of a post-apocalyptic America and all of the evils therein. RECOIL differs from
traditional computer games in several ways. It is a first person shooter in a tank simulator. Players must equip the tank with

weapons, vehicles, and communication devices to navigate the urban landscape, locate and rescue civilians, and battle the game's
enemies. RECOIL offers a number of vehicles, including the Super Heavy Tank, Hummer, and High Speed Vehicle, which

players can load out and customize. Players can also upgrade their weapons with the kit system. Development Originally
designed by Zipper Interactive as a multiplayer online game, RECOIL was canceled in 2000. In 2003, as part of EA's successful

merger with Mannheim, Germany-based Zipper Interactive, the company acquired all of the RECOIL assets and its
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development team. From an early concept of a fast-paced game, RECOIL ultimately became a "labor of love" for the Zipper
Interactive team. Its story centers on two factions, a peacekeeping government and a militia group known as the Cobras, each

vying for control of the rubble of Washington, D.C. RECOIL contains two primary locations to traverse – the ruins of the cities
surrounding the strip of land called the Recoil Strip. RECOIL also features a number of gun-running missions which allow

players to take their customized vehicle to different parts of the world in order to distribute weaponry to allied factions. The
game was created for and marketed to gamers interested in the upcoming war in Iraq and who wanted to experience what a

fictional world would look like after such a catastrophic event. Although the game was slated for release in Fall 2002,
development problems caused it to be delayed until January 2003. RECOIL is built on the Unreal engine. Reception The game
received "mixed" reviews according to the review aggregation website Metacritic. References External links Official website
Category:2003 video games Category:Fiction set in the 2000s Category:First-person shooters Category:Post-apocalyptic video

games Category:Real-time tactics video games Category:Video games developed in the United States 82157476af
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